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Lesson 6.5 – Brute-Force Algorithm    
Exercise 1         Period   ___________   
 
The exhaustive search strategy can be formalized into an algorithm known as the Brute Force 
Algorithm.  The Brute Force Algorithm is an optimal algorithm; it is guaranteed to produce best 
solution.  It is also an inefficient algorithm.  For large problems, the amount of time required to 
find a solution using the Brute Force Algorithm is not worth the effort.   
 
The Brute Force Algorithm 
Step 1. Make a list of all possible Hamilton circuits for the graph. 
Step 2. For each Hamilton circuit, calculate its total weight. 
Step 3. Choose an optimal circuit (Optimal circuits always come in pairs – a circuit and its 
mirror image – so there will always be at least two optimal solutions) 
 
Exercise 1.  A traveling salesman lives in Town A and must visit  
clients in his hometown and three other towns.  Distances are  
given in miles.  How many possible Hamilton circuits (including  
mirror image circuits) are there in this problem? _______ 
 
Use the table to determine the optimal route. 

 
What are the optimal routes?  ____________________________________________________ 
What is the distance of these routes? ________ 
 
Exercise 2.  A delivery truck starts from the warehouse at Point A  
and must deliver furniture to three homes (Points B, C and D).  Times  
to homes are given in minutes.  How many possible Hamilton circuits  
(including mirror image circuits) are there in this problem? _______ 
 
Use the table to determine the optimal route. 

 
What are the optimal routes?  ____________________________________________________ 
What is the travel time of these routes? ________ 
 

Possible Routes and Distances for the Traveling Salesman 
Circuit Total Distance Mirror Image Circuit 

   
   
   

Possible Routes and Times for the Delivery Truck 
Circuit Total Distance Mirror Image Circuit 
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Exercise 3.  A delivery truck starts from the  
warehouse at Point E and must deliver packages  
to four locations (Points A, B, C and D).   
Travel times to delivery locations are given 
in minutes.  How many possible Hamilton  
circuits (including mirror image circuits) are there  
in this problem? _______ 
 
Use the table to determine the optimal route. 

 
What are the optimal routes?  ____________________________________________________ 
What is the travel time of these routes? ________ 
 
Exercise 4.  A country western band based in Nashville is planning a four city tour.  The mileage 
chart for the four cities is given in the table below. 
 

 Louisville Nashville Pittsburgh St. Louis 

Louisville *** 168 388 263 

Nashville 168 *** 553 299 

Pittsburgh 388 553 *** 588 

St. Louis 263 299 588 *** 
 
a.  How many possible Hamilton circuits (including mirror image circuits) are there in this 
problem? _______ 
 
b.  Use the Brute Force Algorithm to find an optimal routes for the tour.  Create your own table 
to solve this problem.   
 
c.  What is the distance of this route?  ____________ 

Possible Routes and Times for the Delivery Truck 
Hamilton Circuit Total Distance Mirror Image Circuit 
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